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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

     
         

 

  
 
 

 
 

 

 

         Basic knowledge of the operation of the lane machine 
 

 

 

TOOLS NEEDED: 
 

Phillip Screwdriver   Flathead Screwdriver   Silicone 
Putty Knife    Clean Rags      

 
 
 
 
 
 

Please thoroughly read through the instructions prior to performing the 
installation of this assembly.  To avoid any potential problems, if at any time 

during the process you may have a question, stop and contact our Tech 
Support department at 1-800-280-2695 

  

PART NUMBER 154-8683  &  154-8684 

PART DESCRIPTION RECOVERY TANK FILTER REPLACEMENT 

REV DATE 10/03/2006 
MACHINE MODELS FOR TANK 154-8683 
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1.   Lay the machine down in the operating position.  Disconnect the inlet from the side of 
the recovery tank and the outlet hose from vacuum plate by removing the PVC elbows.  
Empty the Recovery Tank.   

2.   Remove tank from machine and dispose of used cleaner properly.  Do NOT dump 
recovery tank in a septic tank or sanitary sewer system.  Follow your local 
environmental regulations for the best method of disposal. 

NOTE: When dumping liquid from Recovery Tank, it is best to let liquid flow out the inlet 
end, or the end that was connected to the squeegee assembly.  If liquid accumulates 
between baffles on the opposite side of tank, dirty cleaner may be discharged from the 
vacuum exhaust and onto the lane until the line is cleared. Rinsing the inside of the tank 
daily with clean water will decrease the need to clean the filter material.   

3.   It is highly  recommended that the inside of the tank and the filter  material  be cleaned, 
on average, every 4-6 weeks.    

4.   Set the tank on a flat surface.  Remove the phillips screws from both covers, and using a 
flat-head screwdriver, gently pry covers off.  Clean silicone residue from both covers and 
the tank.   

5.   Remove the filter material from the tank and thoroughly rinse with clean water to 
remove all residue, or replace w/ a new filter.  Use a clean rag to wipe any dirt or 
residue from  the inside of the tank.  Allow the filter material to dry completely (allows 
material to stiffen up for easier installation).  Once dry, replace filter material in the 
correct position in tank (filter material is not square, material will only fit one way in 
tank).  Place a bead of silicon on the area where both covers will seat.  Replace fasteners 
in both covers and tighten down.  DO NOT over-tighten.  Allow silicone to cure before 
operating machine. 
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